A FEW THOUGHTS ON
CARTER PAGE
WARRANTS, FRANKS V.
DELAWARE AND
MICHAEL HOROWITZ
Marcy Wheeler did a
giant post on the
Page warrants and
the Horowitz
report, one she
just updated
significantly this
morning. I did a
comment on there,
but since this is
pretty much my
hobby horse from
long before the
Horowitz IG Report
was released, I
decided it needed at least a short standalone
post.
This concerns the Franks v. Delaware standards
for warrant affidavit review, how it should
apply to Carter Page’s series of four warrants
signed by four different experienced and sober
judges, and the complete ignoring of said
standards by the typical Michael Horowitz’s
attempt to validate his own work and time.
First, there are two types of identifiable
errors in warrant affidavits for Franks v.
Delaware challenge purposes. The first is what I
call the error of commission, i.e. affirmatively
inserting materially false information, and the
second is error of omission, i.e. leaving out
materially critical information. Courts are
generally much more loathe to grant relief on
omission claims than commission claims. This is
important as to the caterwauling about Page
having talked to the CIA (long ago as Marcy

notes) claim. Sorry, that is so old, stale and
meaningless as to be completely irrelevant for
these purposes. Nobody would ever get dinged for
that nonsense. It is not like the IC was running
Page as a asset, this is just nonsense. But that
is what uninformed howlers like Page, Nunes and
Chuck Ross roll with.
Secondly, when Marcy says “Franks challenges
require the defendant to prove that false
statements in a warrant application are false,
were knowing, intentional, or reckless false
statements, and were necessary to the finding of
probable cause”, that is true. But it has to be
established that the actual affiant knew that as
opposed to some diffuse other government agent
or person may have known. And the actual affiant
gets every benefit in the world of “good faith”
in this regard. Always. Darn near impossible to
overcome. So, that isn’t going to work either
for the reasons Marcy lays out.
Third. It is infuriating that Horowitz did not
address one lick of any of this. In 435 pages of
his “report” Horowitz could not find just a few
to address the actual standards he should have
been reviewing under. Not once. Couldn’t even be
bothered to mention it in passing. And it has
not entered many, if at all, other post hoc
discussions, either, short of at this blog. That
is just laziness.
Lastly, for now, I would suggest the law review
article Marcy linked to above, specifically pps.
443-449. It is not the most complex dissertation
of Franks v. Delaware law and review standards,
but it is one easily understandable by the lay
person, especially if you read the footnotes
carefully too.
I have been successful on a couple of Franks
attacks in days gone by….out of a LOT attempted.
Very few defense attorneys can claim even that.
I cannot possibly tell you how difficult it is.
But I can, without any reservation, tell you I
think there is about little to no chance that
the Page affidavits would not stand up with
sufficient probable cause if subjected to such a

review. Since Page would have never gotten
there, it was derelict of Horowitz to have not
done so.
It is not that Horowitz did not identify some
error, whether of commission or omission, in the
Page applications, he did. But he very much
overplayed how significant they are under extant
warrant law. Now, the argument that FBI, and
other law enforcement entities, ought to tighten
up their policies for submission of affidavits,
whether under FISA or Title III, is well taken.
They should. All defendants and surveillance
targets deserve that. But under the applicable
law at the time, the thought that the Page
affidavits would not stand up under the mere exparte probable cause standard is ridiculous. Of
course they would have.

